
 



 
 

Storytelling Sessions are meant to capture interactions & moments between you & your 
 loved ones.  Even though it’s not posed, we can plan a setting or an activity to capture  

you in, give gentle guidance, & then allow the real interactions to happen. 

 
I want you to do what your family loves to do together when there is no schedule.  I can 

 turn even just sitting around cuddling into a fantastic Family Film.  Some suggestions 

 that make great stories are baking cookies, playing with favorite toys, playing outside, in  
the sprinkler, swinging, reading, cuddling, arts & crafts, cooking together...or all of the  

above. We will do whatever it is your family enjoys.  Even seemingly mundane  

activities like your child helping you fold towels, eating a meal together, or doing 
the dishes make beautiful films. 

 

One of the best parts of film is the audio capture. You will one day LOVE to hear the  
sounds that were once your normal every day such as tap water running, the clang  

of dishes, the running of bare feet, & squealing giggles.   

 
During the session, just relax, enjoy yourselves, & have fun together.  I may gently prompt you, 

ask questions that lead to an interaction, or guide you to good lighting, but don’t 

overthink it, just be in the moment. 



 
 

 

 I use lenses that have a shallow depth of field, & are not able to “see” dust or dirt or crust  

or anything else. Do not bother cleaning your house. Some straightening is fine, but it  
does not need to be a magazine spread! If an out-of-place item is too distracting, I’ll  

move it myself or shoot from a different angle. So just straighten up some!  

Stuff some clutter in a closet & call it a day.   
 

If this is a newborn story session & you have a nursery that you have worked to  

decorate, straighten it up, because we will be sure to use it! 
 

Your house is not a stage!  Your session is not a performance for anyone.  This is for YOU. 

Having a planned activity is awesome, but feel free to go with the flow & do  
ordinary things too.  

 

I will list a few things below that you can do to prepare your house.  Other than these 
 things, there is nothing else you need to do.  You want to remember your house the 

 way it was.  Your film will have character this way. 
 
 



 
 

 

WINDOWS 

We will be using natural, window 

light for our session.  Please pull 

back the curtains & open all blinds 

in the areas we will be using.   

 

KITCHEN  

• Hide grocery bags. Tuck in any 

garbage bags hanging out.  

• No disposable water bottles.  

• If you plan to cook or bake, 

measure out the ingredients ahead 

of time into bowls or cups. We 

need to avoid brands on packaging 

items in your film.  

 

 

 

 

 

LIVING ROOM  

If you have a dark rug the kids play  

on a lot, please vacuum just that rug,  

because I film & photograph what the  

kids are playing with. 

 

BEDROOMS/PLAYROOM  

• I sit and kneel on the floor. Please clear the 

clutter & toys from the floor so we can  

walk in there, & I have room to sit & kneel. 

There is no need for it to be perfect. 

• Make your own bed. I love capturing 

cuddle time! If you only have time to  

make one bed, choose one nearest  

a window that an adult can fit onto. 

• Clear clutter from bedside tables of 

the bed(s) you choose to make & prep. 

 



 
 

I know it’s hard to relax in front of a camera.  It’s normal to feel anxious at first!  I will  
take the time to get to know your children & take a quick look around at the lighting in your  

house. I don’t usually start the camera right when I arrive. If I do, I might start with little  

details around your house instead of people, depending upon what’s going on. At some  
point, we will be sure to get a traditional portrait (probably on a bed or couch), so that we 

have that standard photo that everyone wants!  But then we will move on to whatever activity 

you have planned whether that be baking, cuddling on the couch, jumping  
on the bed, or raking leaves in the yard.  Anything goes & I can make any activity  

beautiful.  If your kiddo refuses something, go with the flow…interact with them & follow 

 their lead!  I can get fantastic footage & true enthusiasm when we follow their lead! 
 

 



 

 

It’s not necessary to dress up.  Your life is beautiful as it is.  Wear what you are comfortable in!  

I try to capture the interactions, relationships, & mannerisms.  You’ll hear their voices & see their 

emotions.  We will capture so much more than just what the eye sees!  Clothes will be the last 

thing you think about when you watch your film. 

 

However, there are a few types of clothing that you will want to avoid because they will distract 

from the beauty of authentic moments we are trying to capture.  So, do stay away from the 

following: 

 

THINGS THAT CREATE WEIRD EFFECTS IN THE VIDEO CAMERA 

• Neon  

• Stripes that are both tiny AND same size (less than a half centimeter, like seersucker or 

overall pinstripes). Any other stripes OK and encouraged (they photograph very well).  

• Too much denim (can make weird patterns up close)  

 

CHARACTERS OR NAME BRANDS  

• Avoid big logos, words, & cartoon characters 

• Athletic shoes (like Nikes, etc.), Athletic socks  

 

OVERMATCHING  

• You want your children to look & feel comfortable. You also want to avoid identical outfits 

that have a uniform-like feel such as identical outfits for children or all khaki pants for the 

adults.  

 

EXPOSED BUMS  

• No exposed rears & keep undies covered with clothes.  Also avoid disposable diapers 

showing (under clothes, under a diaper cover, or under bloomers is fine).  

 

MESSY HAIR  

• Messy hair is one thing I can do nothing about.  There is no work-around.  The adults’ hair 

should look neat. Nothing fancy, but the best version of what you normally do. 

 

 
      DO mix & match.    DON’T be afraid to mix patterns. 
 

    Embrace Color 



 
 

Don’t be hesitant to chat with me during the session if it feels natural for you! Tell me  
what’s going on, describe your children, tell me about your day. This gives me great audio 

about your family & your thoughts. I can always overlay some of these words or thoughts over 

clips of details of your home or your child later on when I put your film together. 
 

            
 

            
 



 
If I have enough footage of what’s going on with a certain activity, or if I get a cue from a child 

that they need some space from me, I will step away from you guys. This gives you space to 

help transition your child if they need a moment, & gives me a chance to think,  
look around, change my lens, etc. 

 

 
 

Cameras can make people nervous. You might feel self-conscious or think about how you 

 look. But I want you to know that I will not use anything unflattering, whether it’s how 
something looks, or what someone says or does. I only use a very small portion of what I 

photograph & film. So, if someone starts picking their nose or loses their patience, just relax 

 & move on. We have plenty of time together. Fun & sweet things will keep happening  
& I can use those instead. I will stick around until we have enough footage.  Also, don’t 

 panic if after a little while your child gets tired/cranky/hungry/sleepy/hyper/or whatever.  

We will have enough footage of the good stuff & your film will be awesome. 
 

That’s it! I can’t wait to meet you & work with you to capture your family from the heart.  

Thank you for trusting me & welcoming me into your home. 
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